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Things To Do

Mine for Christmas Spirit
Christmas Spirit is generated randomly in the world as a natural resource. You can mine it
to use a fuel source or to use in a crafting recipe to make a sentient Christmas present.

Christmas Present Spawn Egg Recipe
These creatures don’t like to be bothered, unless you have candy!
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Grow candy crops to sustain yourself
Satisfy your sweet tooth with this plant, it grows candy to eat or for candy armor and tools
(scroll down to view all of the crafting recipes).

Candy Recipe Candy Seed Recipe
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Explore the Candy Land biome
Feast your eyes on a brand new biome, Candy Land! Giant candy trees are scattered across
the landscape as well as licorice trees. Use these trees to create new wood blocks. Watch
out for bees drinking the sugar water and also zombies wearing Santa suits at night.
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Build cool stuff
With the added Christmas themed blocks in the mix, you’re bound to create something
amazing, like a Christmas bungalow for example. Decorate your world with lots of unique
shaped blocks like a Christmas tree or a Santa hat!
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Gorge out on Christmas Food
Everyone knows some of the best food is served around Christmas, so how could this not
make it on the mod? Also, there’s hot chocolate in this mod.
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Use special blocks to help you out
The coal extractor helps you mine for natural resources. Place down the block and stand
on top of it and watch as it mines a 3x3 hole down to bedrock. As it spews out what’s below
back up to the surface, try to collect the blocks it mined.

Opening presents by destroying the block can sometimes reveal diamonds inside!
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Explore your creativity!
With all of the stuff included in this Christmas mod the possibilities of what you can do and
create is endless!
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Recipe Book
Block Recipes

Christmas Tree Block

Lollipop Block
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Candy Cane Block

Dirty Snow (Shapeless Recipe)
This is a naturally occurring block in the Candy Land biome. Once destroyed, you cannot
build with it unless you are in creative mode.
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Crucifiction Cross Block

Santa Hat (Shapeless Recipe)
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Coal Extractor
Place this jackhammer down for it to automatically dig a hole down to bedrock. Then
collect the coal it mined for the naughty children, or collect whatever resources you desire.

Present (Shapeless Recipe)
This block has a surprise inside, there’s a chance you can discover diamonds when you
break it.
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Block Recipes for the Candy Tree
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Block Recipes for the Licorice Tree
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Item Recipes

Candy

Candy Seed

Candy Cane
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Gingerbread man

Cup of Hot Chocolate

Fruitcake
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Christmas Present Spawn Egg
This is a sentient Christmas present you can spawn in the world that will follow you if you
have candy.

Rudolph’s Nose
Use Ruldoph's luminescent red nose to help guide your way at night. Right-click to activate.
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Candy Armor and Tools Recipes
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Santa Suit Armor and Candy Cane Tools Recipes
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Krampus Dimension (Experimental)
I created a dimension that is supposed to be the evil version of the Candy Land biome, and
is haunted by none other than Krampus!

Type in these commands in Creative Mode to enter and leave this dimension.


